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Can there be a positive relationship between team members with each option? With the exception of two
members on the JV team, they consisted of members who were not nearly as strong, had less endurance and
were also technically not as good as the Varsity team. Based on documented results, Coach P. In the spring
they went on a retreat to Atlanta where ultimately Coach P. From the very beginning, Coach P did not address
the concept of team building. This turned out to be a destructive concept for the entire team. Rearranging the
crew members on the boats is also not a viable choice in the time frame given the JV members unwillingness
to adjourn from their team and the risk involved with trying to form a functional new team in four days.
Colonel Stas Preczewski, better known as Coach P. He, along with his assistant, determined that there were
many more team disrupters on the Varsity team, and there were no team disrupters on the JV team. The
negative attitude of the Varsity team members is evidenced by accusatory emails and behavior during team
meetings. After each race the Varsity team would heavily critique one another on an individual level. In
separating the Varsity and the Junior Varsity he planted the seed of separation between individuals identifying
themselves as Good Athletes or the Less Good Athletes. This is something that the JV team was able to do
very effectively. If Coach P. Being in synch is what rowing is all about, and they are not able to do this. If a
rower only thought about his technique, it could potentially slow the entire boat down because the team would
no longer be synchronized. Open and honest communication is extremely important when building trust with
one another and if Coach P. The varsity team was too critical of one another and had no personal connection.
Timing could be an issue with this option since they only have four days to learn how to work with one
another. If he were to switch the boats, it is almost like settling for second best since he knows that they are
not the best performers. In developing the Army Crew, Coach P could have abandoned the labels of Varsity
and Junior Varsity in favor of labels that would characterize either team as the Good Athletes. The Varsity
team continues to be beaten by the JV team due to the lack of teamwork. Trust could be a problem as well
since they have not worked with each other on a consistent basis. What should Coach P. They had no clear
direction as to where the team was going, no proper leadership to direct them. Immediately when they got
back to training on the Hudson River, the Varsity team was unhappy because they did not beat the JV team by
a greater margin at the retreat, and Coach P. Having positive relationships are directly related to the
importance of teamwork and whether or not positive teamwork will happen at all. The important aspect to
focus on is whether or not the relationships can maintain or be mended. Because rowing can be so exhausting,
the sport requires a lot of endurance and strength to be successful. The Varsity boat is suffering from internal
and external attribution problems and members blame themselves and others for the teams poor performance.
The Varsity boat consistently loses to JV because its members dont work together as a team. This is also
important in determining whether or not the relationship could be mended. They will feel even more beat
down. This delineation between the Varsity and JV boats created the environment that caused the conflict.
They did not have proper leadership or trust to be able to be a winning team. Keywords: group perception ;
group effectiveness ; thin slices ; social sensitivity ; attentional focus ; Groups and Teams ; Performance
Effectiveness ; Perception ; Citation: Satterstrom, Patricia, Jeffrey T. It is evident that while monitoring the
performance of the two teams Coach P should have intervened earlier to improve the group dynamics. Since
there were a few members that were also very strong on the JV team, the switch could still keep the
performance at a high level. As conflict causes personal frustration and loss of efficiency - as demonstrated by
Army crew -- some researchers suggest counseling or simply listening with understanding. Also is there
enough time to make the changes necessary to win? He determined the members of the Varsity team by taking
the top eight scores for individual strength, with the exception of two men. A team building event could have
included all crew members at any time during the season, where the best rowers are those that row best
together.


